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Microsite for B2B Advertisers

Like the local advertiser microsite last year, the newly launched dedicated microsite for B2B 
advertisers provides strategic arguments for why radio might be relevant and effective for them– 
from the latest audience data and stats to RAB research tools, insight and presentations.

Aerial Awards

The Aerial Awards continue to run every month shining a light on some of the best radio creative 
on air. This year the website has been redesigned and optimised for mobile, making it even easier 
to enter and access the content on the site. The Aerial winners from 2014, including brands such 
as IKEA, Heinz, Expedia and Duracell, will all receive free entry to the prestigious D&AD Awards. 
From February 2015, Campaign are dedicating a whole page to celebrating the winning work every 
month, with judges giving their advice on how to create brilliant radio advertising.



radioGAUGE

In 2014, 33 radio campaigns were measured via RAB effectiveness tool radioGAUGE, from 
brands including Sky Broadband, ITV, Halifax and McDonald’s. Now in its eighth year of operation, 
aggregated learning from the study is updated and made available to customers and radio sales 
teams via radioGAUGE Predict on the RAB website.















Terms and Conditions 

Achieving more effective terms and conditions in radio advertising remains a priority, with a 
particular focus on financial advertising.

Following a detailed consultation process, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) published new 
rules for consumer credit firms.  The RadioCentre response included new evidence that simpler, 
more focused terms and conditions provide much better consumer protection. As a result, the new 
rules included a significant reduction in the length and complexity of the payday loan risk warning 
suggested in the original consultation papers.
 
Since then RadioCentre has responded to three further consultations – two from the FCA and one 
from the Treasury.  Developing positive on-going dialogue with the FCA has helped ensure better 
interpretation of regulatory guidelines which is more effective for consumers. 

Other advertising organisations, including the Advertising Association in London and the 
Association of European Radio in Brussels, are now also involved in the project to open up the 
debate on the reduction of consumer credit terms and conditions in the interests of both the 
consumer and the advertising industry.

Complaints

Of the over 30,000 scripts cleared, only a tiny proportion of complaints were upheld by the ASA.  
17 RACC-cleared ads were formally investigated with 6 cases upheld. Four Code breaches were 
for misleading impression and the other two for irresponsible content and unclear qualification.


















